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A class of quadratic minimization problems is studied whose optimal control 
functions are partially singular. An explicit expression is obtained for the 
(n - 1)-dimensional singular surface and it is shown that the optimal value 
function is twice continuously differentiable across this surface; this allows the 
piecing together of known sufficiency conditions for totally singular and totally 
bang-bang arcs to obtain sufficient conditions for optimality for this class of 
partially singular problems. A neighboring optimal feedback control law is 
suggested by these results. The closing sections of the paper are concerned with 
sufficient conditions for nonexistence of optimal singular controls in quadratic 
minimization problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality for totally singular 
control problems have been obtained recently [1-6],l [7, 81. However, except 
for Ref. [16], the partially singular case-where the optimal control function 
consists of both singular and nonsingular, bang-bang, arcs-has not received 
as much attention. In this paper we study a class of quadratic minimization 
problems whose solutions may be partially singular. Utilizing results obtained 
in Refs. [3-51, we obtain an explicit expression for the (time-varying) singular 
surface (hyperplane) and investigate the joining of nonsingular and singular 
* The research reported in this document was made possible through support 
extended the Division of Engineering and Applied Physics, Harvard University by 
the U. S. Army Research Office, the U. S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research 
and the U. S. Office of Naval Research under the Joint Services Electronics Program 
by Contracts NOOOl4-67-A-0006, 0005, and OO08. 
1 Since writing these papers the author has become aware of closely related 
conditions in electrical network theory [9-151. These appear to be largely unknown 
to workers in singular optimal control. 
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arcs. In particular, we obtain a feedback law relating changes in the time of 
joining of a nonsingular and singular arc and perturbations of the state 
variables. In the analysis, we show that the first- and second-partial derivatives 
of the optimal value function are continuous across the singular surface; 
this is in contrast to a nonsingular (bang-bang) switching surface where the 
second-partial derivative of the optimal value function is discontinuous [ 17, 
181. We note here that constant-coefficient, free terminal time, fixed end- 
point quadratic problems have been studied extensively [19-221. Our class 
of problems includes time varying-coefficients, fixed terminal time and no 
terminal constraints. Apart from being general and interesting in its own 
right, this class of problems occurs naturally in second-order (second- 
variation) analyses of nonlinear singular control problems [3, 41. The prob- 
lems studied in Refs. [19-221 are simpler than ours in that the performance 
criterion weighting matrix is assumed to be positive (semi) definite and the 
optimal value function turns out to be time invariant (because the final time 
is free). Our formulation does not include terminal constraints, but does 
allow nonpositive-definite, time-varying, weighting matrices in the perform- 
ance criterion. By piecing together the sufficiency conditions for totally 
singular arcs [3, 51 and those for totally bang-bang arcs [17, 181, we obtain 
sufficient conditions for optimality for partially singular controls (for our 
class of linear-quadratic problems). 
The closing sections of this paper are concerned with the nonexistence 
of optimal singular arcs in quadratic minimization problems. Indeed, we 
show that, for certain classes of these problems, optimal singular controls 
can be ruled out a priori (i.e., they cannot occur). Further research in this 
area seems appropriate. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Assume that one is given a linear dynamic system 
R = Ax + Bu; x(to) = x0 (1) 
and that the “performance” of this system is measured by the quadratic 
functional 
j[x(t,), u(.); to] = j-11 {+ xTQx + UCX} dt + 4 x=S,x 1 (2) 
tf 
Here x is an n-dimensional state vector and u is a scalar control. The matrices 
A and Q and the row vectors BT and C are time-varying and have dimensions 
consistent with x and II. The matrix S, is constant. 
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We now make the following assumptions: 
ASSUMPTION 1. The initial and final times t, , tf are given explicitly and 
- co < t, < tf < 00. 
ASSUMPTION 2. The matrices and vectors A, B, C, and Q are continuously 
differentiable with respect to time, t E [t s , $1 and B and C are twice continu- 
ously differentiable with respect to time. The elements of S, are assumed to 
be finite. With no loss of generality, Q and S, are taken to be symmetric. 
ASSUMPTION 3. The dynamic system (1) is uniformly completely con- 
trollable; that is, 
I 
t2 
40s 9 4 B(u) B=(u) P(tz , 0) du > 0, 
h 
Vt, 9 t, E [to , $1 3 t, < t, , 
ASSUMPTION 4. 
where 
u(t) E u, Vt E [to ,&I, (4) 
u = {u(t) : 1 u(t)1 < l}. (5) 
The control problem is: Choose u(t) E U, t E [to, tf] such that the per- 
formance criterion (2) is minimized. 
In the sequel we shall need: 
ASSUMPTION 5 (Strengthened Generalized Legendre-Clebsch necessary 
condition).s 
y(t)g B=QB- CB- CAB+ h=C=- B=A=C= >O; vtE[to,tJ 
(6) 
2 For simplicity, the argument t is suppressed, in (6), in the definition of y(t). 
Certain other complicated expressions are treated similarly in the sequel. 
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3. TOTALLY SINGULAR CONTROLS 
If x0 is such that there exists a control function us(.) which causes 
where 
H,(x, A, t) = 0, vt t [f,, bl, (7) 
H(x, u, A, t) = ‘z x’px + UCX + hT(Ax + Bu) (8) 
and 
-A=Qx+ATA+CTU, Yt,) = %&)l (9) 
then the control function u(.) = u,(.) is called totally singuh. 
It is known [3, 41 that a (necessary and) sufficient condition3 for a totally 
singular arc to be minimizing (if 1 us(t)1 < 1, t E [to , $1 and if us(.) is continu- 
ous in t) is that there exists for all t E [to, $1 a symmetric matrix function of 
time P(*) such that 
P+Q+PA+A=P=M>o, (10) 
C + B=P = 0, (11) 
- P(tf) + S, = G, b 0, (12) 
where M(t) is time-varying and G? is constant; both are symmetric, positive 
semidefinite matrices. 
By appropriate choice of M(.) and G,-with the aid of Assumption S-it is 
possible to generate P(.) from a Riccati-type equation in such a way that 
6 XT(t) P(t) x(t) = V[x(t); t] 
(13) 
n z.z min jtf@xTQx +uCx}dr + $x=$x ( u(47qLt’l t tf 
for the case where u(.) is unrestricted (i.e., for the case where U(T) is not 
required to belong to U). Clearly, for the case where U(T) is required to 
belong to U, (13) holds along singular trajectories for which ~(7) is in the 
interior of U, 7 E [t, t,]. The correct choice of M(t) and Gf is [3-5, 71; 
M(t) = {(AB - B)= P + BTQ - CA - f?]= y-l[(AB - B)= P 
+ BTQ - CA - c] 
(14) 
3 Strictly, this is a sufficient condition. The condition is necessary if I’(.) exists 
Vt E (to, tf]. Clearly the “gap” between the necessary condition and the sufficient 
condition is minimal. 
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and, at t = tf , 
G, = (C + B’S,)= (CB + B=s,B)-1 (c + B=s,), 
if CB +BTSfB >O 
(15) 
= 0, if CB +BTSfB = 0. (16) 
Note that if CB + BTSfB = 0, then we must have 
C+ B=S, =O. 
For, assuming that (17) does not hold, we obtain, from (12), 
C+ B=S, = C+ B=P(t,)+ B=G,. (18) 
UT 
Now, using (11) in (18) we obtain 
C+BTSf =BTGf#O. 
But, by assumption, 
(19) 
Thus we have 
CB + BTSfB =0 = BTGfB. (20) 
B=(t,) Gf # 0 and B=(t,) G,B(t,) = 0. (21) 
However, (21) cannot hold (this is trivial to prove) since Gf > 0, so that we 
are led to the conclusion that (17) must hold. 
Note also that if CB + BTSfB is negative, then the singular arc is non- 
optimal [l, 41. This is easy to prove; for, from (1 I), we have at t = tf , 
CB +B=PB =0 = CB+B=&B-B=GfB, (22) 
which would imply that 
BTGfB = CB + BTS,B <O (23) 
contradicting the fact that Gf 3 0.) 
From the definition of v[x(t); t], it follows that along an optimal singular 
arc4 
-$ P[x(t); ] = - ; x=Qx - z&x. (24) 
4 In (24) and (26) u, is an optimal feedback control, i.e., u, = u,(x(t). t). 
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Now ap/jat [-v(t); t] and ap/lax [x(t); t] exist, since, from (13), 
P[x(t); 11 = g x’(t) P(t) x(t) (25) 
so that, along an optimal singular arc, (24) can be written as 
- g [x(t); t] = + xTQx + 1% [x(t); t] IT (Ax + Bu,). (26) 
Using (25) and (11) in (26) yields 
xT(P+Q+PA+ATP)x=O (27) 
along a singular arc. From (10) and (27) it is evident, since M(t) > 0, that 
M(t) x(t) = 0 along a singular arc. Indeed, the equation 
M(t) x(t) = 0 (28) 
specifies an (n - I)-dimensional, 5 time-varying, singular surface (hyper- 
plane) which contains the origin. Using the expression for M(t), Eq. (14), 
in Eq. (28) yields explicitly the equation for the singular surface in terms of 
known quantities: 
[(AB - @T P + BTQ - CA - c] x(t) = 0. (29) 
Differentiating Eq. (29) with respect to time and simplifying, yields: 
ps + [2L?*ATP + BT/iTP - BTATATP - BT(ATQ - QA - s) 
-~TP+2~TQ-2~A-C(~+A2)-~]~=0. 
(30) 
Equation (30) yields the control along the singular surface as 
u,(t) = r-l(t) 4) x(t), 
where 
(31) 
a(t) & - [2BTATP + BTATP - BTATATP - BT(A=Q - QA - 8) 
- B*P + 2BTQ - 2cA - C(A + AZ) - c]. 
(32) 
In view of our Assumptions l-5 we have that al(t) is continuous, t E [to, $1. 
Thus, for sufficiently small x(t) satisfying (29), u,(t) is in the interior of U. 
5 Note that M(t) # 0 Vt E [tO , t,], since BT(t) M(t) B(t) = y(t) > 0. 
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Since t? , t, are finite, this implies that for x(tJ sufficiently small, and satis- 
fying (29) at t, , the optimal control is singular, is given by (31), and is in the 
interior of U for all t E [to , t,]. 
4. PARTIALLY SINGULAR CONTROLS 
From the preceding section it is clear that for x(t) sufficiently small, and 
satisfying (29), and for a perturbation in x(t) of size 8x(t) away from the 
singular surface, the optimal control will jump6 from its interior singular 
value to / u(t)1 = 1. We now investigate whether or not this nonsingular 
(“bang”) control will drive the state back onto the (n - I)-dimensional 
singular surface. It turns out that the state is indeed driven back onto the 
singular surface. 
First, we assume that the state is driven back onto the singular arc. Next, 
using this assumption, we obtain an expression for the optimal value function 
in the neighborhood of the singular surface. Having obtained this optimal 
value function we verify that the optimal “bang” control-which is deter- 
mined by u = - sign H,-does indeed return the state to the singular 
surface. 
Consider a perturbation Sx(t,) in x(tJ away from the singular surface at 
time t, . Then at time t, we have, from (29), that 
[(AB - @T P + BTQ - CA - c] Sx(tJ # 0. (33) 
Now assume that the nonsingular bang control u, causes (29) to be satisfied 
at time St, later (return to the singular surface), then 
W(tc + St,) B(tc + St,) - & + %)I’% + St,) 
+ BT(t, + St,) Q(tc + St,) - C(t, + St,) 4 + St,) (34) 
- C(t, + St,)} flx(t, + St,) = 0, 
where 
h(t) = A(t) Ax(t) + B(t) [UN - us(t)]; h(t,) = Sr(t,). (35) 
Expanding (34) to first order in St, yields 
[(AB - @T P + BTQ - CA - C?j I,,{Sx(t,) + B(t,) [u, - u&)] St,‘} = 0. 
(36) 
B By definition, off a singular arc H, is nonzero so that the control that minimizes H 
(necessary condition of Pontryagin) is [ u(t)1 = 1. 
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Thus, to first order, the time at which the trajectory rejoins the singular 
surface (if it does rejoin) is t, + St,‘, where 
St,’ T-L - r,UN 1 u (t )I [(AB - @T P + BTQ - CA - c] Sx(tJ. (37) 
s c 
Note that since uN - us(te) # 0 for x(&) sufficiently small and y > 0, St,’ 
given by (37) is well defined. We now obtain an expression for the optimal 
value function7 V[x(tJ + Sx(t,); tJ in the neighborhood of the singular 
surface under the assumption that (34) holds for all Sx(t,). Since St, may 
explicitly affect the performance criterion, we shall treat, explicitly, t, + St, 
as a parameter by writing 
W4t,) + Sx(t,), t, + St,; &I 
I 
t,+l?t, = (ii ~‘Qx + Y&X) dt + VS[x(tc + St,) + dx(t, + St,); t, + St,]. t, 
(38) 
Here, superscripts N and 5’ denote quantities evaluated before and after 
the junction, respectively. Clearly 
w-% + Sk) + 4t, + St,); t, + St,] 
= wt, + St,) + w, + St,); t, + St,] (39) 
= 4 [% + St,) + 4, + WI’ P(tc + St,) [& + St,> + dx(t, + St,)] 
and the control during the interval [tc , t, + St,) is uN .* 
Expanding both sides of (38) to second order in Sx(t,) and St,-this is 
legitimate since the required derivatives exists-it is easy to obtain (for com- 
’ Note that V is different from P as defined in (13). Here V is the optimal value 
function off the singular surface (i.e., in the region where the control constraint 
I I( I Q 1 is binding). On the singular surface V = p. 
s Note that the sign of UN will depend upon which side of the singular surface 
&(t,) lies. 
9 Strictly, certain of these derivatives are one-sided, depending on whether uN = + 1 
or - 1 so that two one-sided expansions are done. This is reflected in the expressions 
for V$“, V,^: , and VN tote ’ which clearly could be discontinuous across the singular 
surfaci owi;g to the presence of UN. Happily, however, these derivatives are zero- 
see paragraph immediately following (40). 
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plete details of a very similar expansion see [17, p. 771 and the appendix 
of [lS])lO 
VN[&), t,; tcl = VJ[x(t,); &I = 8 qtc> qtc> w, 
v N = Px, 32 
v:* = P, 
VE = (C + BTP) x(uN - u;j, 
(40) 
vzt, = cc’ + PB) (UN - 4, 
V&, = (C + FP) x(2+ - u,) - (Qx + ATPx + C’u,)’ 
. B&v - us> + (Ax + B@N)~ +N - us) 
+ BTPB(u, - uJ2. 
In (40) all quantities are evaluated at x(tJ, tc . 
From (27) and (11) it follows that Vt , Vzc , and V& are all zero. Thus, 
correct to second-order terms, an expression for the optimal value function, 
for all 8x(&) sufficiently small, is 
VMtJ + WC), 4 = B XT@e> WC) &> + WC) WI WC> 
+ g Wtc) WC> WC). 
(41) 
Thus, across the singular surface, the first- and second-partial derivatives of 
the optimal value function are continuous. Of course, all this rests upon the 
assumption that the singular surface is reached when control z+ is applied. 
If one can verify that St,', given by (37) is positive for all 8x(&) off the singular 
surface then, by the Implicit Function Theorem, (34) is satisfied exactly by a 
unique11 St, (i.e., the singular surface is reached). 
In order that St,', given by Eq. (37), be positive, it follows from (37) that 
we must have 
- (uN \ *,> [(AB - B)T P + BTQ - CA - c] Sx(tJ > 0 (42) 
for all Sx(t,) off the singular surface. Note that the term 
[(AB - A)= P + BTQ - CA - c] 6x@,) (43) 
lo Note the typographical error in the expression for VtetS in [17, 181; the term 
(H.-, f- - f +> should read (Hz+, f- - f +>. 
I1 This is a consequence of the fact that a/a(&) [left-hand side of (34)] = y(t,) > 0 
& E [to , t,1. 
409/37/I-13 
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is, to first order, proportional to 
off the singular arc, where 
(44) 
and where h(t,) is calculated from (9) using this boundary condition. Now, 
by Pontryagin’s principle, 
u,,. = - sgn H, (45) 
so that (42) is indeed satisfied because 1 z+ j > j u, 1 . 
5. CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM SECTIONS 3 AND 4 
1. If a nonsingular “bang” arc joins a singular arc with a discontinuity 
in the control at the junction time t, , and if a small change in the state 
variables, away from the singular surface, is made at time t, , then the singular 
surface is rejoined after a time St, which, to first order, is given by (37). 
2. The first and second partial derivatives of the optimal value function, 
with respect to the state variables, are continuous across the singular surface. 
3. For x0 sufficiently small the optimal control consists either of a totally 
singular arc or a bang arc followed by a singular arc; moreover, the control 
is discontinuous at the junction of the bang and singular arcs. 
4. If one has a stationary control function (i.e., one that satisfies Pontrya- 
gin’s principle) for the above linear-quadratic problem which consists of 
bang-bang arcs followed by a singular arc, and if the control is discontinuous 
at the junction of the last bang arc and the singular arc, then the control is 
optimal (strong relative minimum) if along the singular arc, (lo)-(12) are 
satisfied and if, along the bang-bang arcs the sufficient conditions given in 
Refs. [17, 181 are satisfied, namely; 
Qt,* > 07 i = l,..., n, ) (46) 
where the t,; are the switch times of the bang-bang arcs and where 
L’ t,*tsi = (Cx + @A) (u- - u’) - (@i + z-v, + CTU’)T qu- - u’) 
(47) 
+ (Ax + Bu-)T P(u- - u’) + BWQqu- - u+), 
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where superscripts - and + denote that the quantities are evaluated just 
prior and just after switching of the control, respectively. Along the bang 
arcs, 
- L=Q+ATVm+ VmA; vmw = WC> (48) 
and 
- & = Qx + ATV, + CTu; V&C) = Jvc) w (49) 
and at switch times of the control, V,, experiences a discontinuity of magni- 
tude 
where 
V zt,i = CT@- - u’) + v;zB(u- - u+). (51) 
Note that E’(tJ used in the boundary conditions for (48) and (49) is obtained 
from (lo)-(12) using (14)-(16). 
5. Neighboring optimal feedback control can be realized, in the vacinity 
of the singular surface, as follows: If the perturbation Sx(t), introduced at 
some time t < t, , is such that12 x(tJ + Sx(tJ is on the “same side” of the 
singular surface (29) as x(tJ, then, to first order, (37) yields the additional 
amount of time that one is required to maintain u = z+ before switching to 
optimal singular control (31).13 If the perturbation 6x(t), t < t, is such that at 
some time T, (T < tJ, X(T) + SX(T) lies on the singular surface, i.e., 
[(AB - &)T P + BTQ - CA - c] /t-T X(T) + 8x(~) = 0, (52) 
then the control is switched, at time 7, to the optimal singular control (31). 
If (37) is used to compute St,’ (> 0), then the above scheme is suitable only 
for small perturbations in the system state. If, however, as suggested in the 
footnote, St, is determined by using the full expression for the singular 
surface, large perturbations are permitted. Indeed the magnitude of the 
perturbations in the state is then limited only by the requirement that us(t); 
t E [t, + St, , tf], given by (31), is in the interior of U. 
6. NONEXISTENCE OF OPTIMAL SINGULAR ARCS 
In the earlier sections of this paper we treated a class of linear-quadratic 
problems which exhibit optimal singular arcs in their solutions. Here 
le S*(T) = A(T) SX(T); 6x(t) given. 
I3 Alternatively, u = uN could be maintained up until the time that 
[(AB - i)T + B=Q - CA - &](x + 6x) = 0. 
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we indicate three classes of problems which do not exhibit optimal 
singular arcs. That is, we give sufficient conditions for nonexistence of 
optimal singular arcs in linear-quadratic minimization problems. It is hoped 
that these results will stimulate further research in this area. 
We consider the class of problems formulated in Section 2. FVe require 
that Assumptions l-4 be satisfied but do not require Assumption 5. In the 
sequel, use is made of certain results for the so called “minimum-time” 
problem. This problem, which is very well known and studied, is concerned 
with transferring the state x(t) of (1) f rom x0 to the origin in minimum time 
t, - t, . For fixed t, , this is equivalent to minimizing t, subject to the dyna- 
mic constraint (l), the control constraint (4), and the terminal constraint 
x(tr) = 0. (53) 
Clearly tmin (the minimum value of tf) depends upon x0 so we indicate this 
dependence by writing tmin(x,). Under Assumptions l-4 it is known that the 
minimum time problem has a solution and that the optimal control is bang- 
bang. With this background we return to the quadratic minimization problem. 
RESULT 1 (Case where Q(t) = C(t) = 0 Vt E [t, , tf]). Sufficient condi- 
tions for nonexistence of an optimal singular arc in the solution of this linear- 
quadratic problem are that 
(i) tf < h&X0), (54) 
(ii) det(S,) # 0, (55) 
Proof. By Pontryagin’s principle, the optimal control minimizes 
BThU, (56) 
where 
- j, = ATA; w = %a)- (57) 
Suppose that a singular arc exists in the interval [tl , t,], t, < t, < t, < tf , 
then 
BTX = 0, t E [t1 ,4, (58) 
i.e., 
where 
BT(t) @(t, tr) Srx(tr) = 0, tE [t1, t,l, (59) 
@(t, tf) = - AT(t) W(t, tr); qt, , tf) = I. (60) 
By the controllability Assumption 3 and inequality (55), it follows from (59) 
that 
x(ty) = 0. (61) 
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However, since t, < tmin(Xs), equality (61) is impossible, so that a singular 
arc cannot exist. 
RESULT 2. If there exists an n x 1z symmetric matrix function P(e) 
such that 
(9 P+PA+A=P+Q=o, (62) 
c + BTP = 0 (63) 
and if 
(ii) tf -=I GIlin( (64) 
and 
(iii) W- Wf> + sf) # 0, (65) 
then an optimal singular arc cannot exist in the solution of the linear-quadratic 
problem. 
Proof. Along trajectories of (1) we have 
I 
b 
QxTP(Ax+Bu-&)dt=O (66) 
to 
for all symmetric, continuously differentiable matrices P(t). Integrating 
the term xTP& by parts yields, for the left-hand side of (66) 
s 
tf{$ x=(P + PA + A=p) x + uBTPx} dt + 4 xO=P(to) x0 
to 
- 4 xvf> Wf) XPf) 
Adding this zero quantity to J yields 
(67) 
+ 8 xo=wo> x0 + B x=ttt> [- PPf> + Sfl x(tf). (68) 
If P(.) can be chosen to satisfy (62) and (63), then (68) becomes 
J = I= 4 xo=p(to> xo + 4 X’Qf> I- Wf) + Sfl x(tf)* (69) 
Since the first term in (69) is constant, Result 2 follows directly from Result 1. 
Note that for this class of problems y(t) = 0, Vt E [to , tf]. 
RESULT 3. Suppose that (i) A, B, and Q are time invariant (this simplifies 
the derivation but does not restrict the validity of the result provided that A, 
B, and Q are sufficiently differentiable in t). 
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(ii) C(t) = 0 Vt E [to , $1; 
(iii) (d2*/dt2q) H, does not contain the control u for all nonnegative 
integers q < n. 
(iv) tf < tmin(%j); 
(v) Q >, 0 and rank[Q, (QA)r, (QA2)r ,..., (Q/P1)r] = II, then no optimal 
singular arcs exist in the solution of the linear-quadratic problem. 
Proof. Along a singular arc we have that 
H, = BTX = 0, 
-ic=Qx+ ATA. 
Clearly, 
ri, = - BTQx - BTATX = 0, 
I& = - BTAQx - BTQBu + BTATQx + BTATATX = 0. 
By (iii) above, 
Now 
BTQB = 0 a BTQ = 0, since Q > 0. 
. . . 
so that 
H, = BTATQAx - BTATATQx - BTATATATh = 0, 
$ H, = BTATQAAx + B=A=QABu - BTA=ATQAx 
- BT(A3)T Qx - BT(A4)= A = 0. 
Again, if n > 2, by (iii) above, 
BTATQAB = 0 3 BTATQ = 0, 
so that (70), (72), and (73) simplify to 
BTX = 0, BTATh = 0, 
BT(A2)T X = 0. 
In general, for an nth order system, we have 
BT(Ai)T X = 0, i = o,..., n - 1. 
Since A and B are constant, Assumption 3 implies that 
rank[B, AB, A2B ,..., An-1B] = n. 
(70) 
(71) 
(72) 
(73) 
(74) 
(75) 
(76) 
(77) 
(78) 
(79) 
WY 
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Utilizing (80) in (79) yields 
A(t) = 0 
along the singular arc. Using (81) in (71) yields 
Qx=O 
along the singular arc, which implies that 
Qz?=QAx=O, 
Qa = QA2x = 0, 
(81) 
(82) 
(83) 
Q g x = QA’+lx = 0 
along the singular arc. However, (82) and (83) coupled with condition (v) 
above yield 
x(t) = 0 (84) 
along the singular arc. But this is impossible since tf < tmin(xo), so that no 
optimal singular arcs exist in the solution of this linear quadratic problem. 
Note that the maximum rank of Q is unity since Q is n x n and 
IIT( Q = 0, i = O,..., n - 2. (85) 
An example of Result 3 is the celebrated Fuller problem: 
subject to 
T 
minimize 
.r 
3 xl2 dt (86) 
0 
se* = x,; Xl(O) = x10 9 
lul<l. 
(87) 
4 = u; x&Y = x20 > (88) 
For T sufficiently large, the optimal control function consists of bang-bang 
arcs in the region where 11 x 11 > 0 and the singular “surface” is the point 
x = 0 and the corresponding singular control is zero. The junction between 
the nonsingular and singular arcs is nonanalytic [16] (i.e., an infinite number 
of switchings of the control occur). Clearly, if T < tmin(xg), 11 x 11 > 0, 
Vt E [0, T] so that the optimal control is bang-bang. 
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7. CONCLUSION 
In this paper a general class of linear-quadratic minimization problems is 
treated. Optimal controls for this class of problems are of the bang-bang 
(nonsingular) and/or singular type. Important features of these problems are 
that an (n - 1)-dimensional optimal singular surface can exist in the state 
space and that the optimal value function is twice continuously differentiable 
across this surface. If the state is perturbed, by a small amount, away from the 
singular surface it is driven back toward the surface and rejoins it at a later 
time which is readily calculable. The closing sections of this paper are 
concerned with certain conditions which guarantee nonexistence of optimal 
singular arcs in linear-quadratic problems. 
Future research in the area of optimal singular control should be directed 
toward understanding phenomena which occur at junctions of nonsingular 
and singular arcs for higher-order singular problems (i.e., problems in 
which y(t) = 0, Vt E [to , tf]). Hopefully the sufficient conditions for totally 
bang-bang arcs [17, 181 and for totally singular arcs [l-8] could then be 
matched at junction points-the present paper accomplishes this for the 
case of a first-order singular problem, where y(t) > 0, Vt E [t,, , tf]-to yield 
sufficient conditions for optimality for partially singular problems of all 
orders. 
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